Hash Number:

2255 (AGM)

Venue: Mortimer scout hut

Website – http://www.berkshirehash.co.uk
Email

– iceman@berkshirehash.co.uk

Hares: Br Blobby
HASHERS
Snowy, Couch Potato, Skinny dipper, Slips, Miss Whiplash, Messenger boy, Spot, Motox, Mrs Blobby,
Specs, Loud and tasteless, Canal Bob, Gnasher, Iceman, Grace, BGB, Penny Pitstop, Piss ‘n’ Chips,
Blow Job, Dunny, Rampant, Andy, Tin opener, Hamlet, AWOL, Twanky, Ben, JJ, Aqua, Flo, GT, GT2,
Sarah (BRC) Agatha, Sweat Pea, No sole, Pretty in Pink, Sleazy, Tequilover,Blow Harder,
ChuckChock, Crusty, Lilo, Slowsucker, Nick Clark.
THE HASH
Poor Mr Blobby was left to lay the trail alone as C5 was double booked and on a bike ride!
Motox led an impromptu walk (as there wasn’t one prepared!)
Pretty in Pink was attached to an arm sling and walking the trail as he had dislocated his shoulder in a
rugby match.
Despite having a new car, Snowy used Slip’s old car now she has retired – how tight is that!
The trail was clearly conjured up with a lot of local knowledge; around gravel pits and conifer plantations
on a super fine October day; in and out of Englefield estate through Mortimer, Burghfield and Padworth
(just) - a fresh route that we had not taken before. It was a good 6 miler including falses, with a short
cutting off about a mile from that. Almost professional laid by Mr B with perfect checks and falses to
keep the group together.
When the short trail split from the ‘die hards’ it was set with severe subterfuge in order slow the front
runners, and it did, for a good 5 minutes plus – goddammit!
BGB showed his nasty side and suggested we ‘kick out’ a check to send the main pack around a lake
to a dead end – clearly I wouldn’t allow this to happen.. not.
At the end we were blessed with the presence of GT and GT2 (GT2 had with lovely long hair. I can’t
think of anything lovely to say about GT obvs)

A few highlighted from the brief 43rd AGM:
THE GM drew attention to the challenges of ‘lockdown’ times and also towards events as we
return to normal: the 2020 hash party with a long trail, virtual Limassol half, virtual Lands’ end
to John O’groats, the wake for C4 and the 50th anniversary for Mr. and Mrs. Blobby.
Skinny Dipper was praised for changing the Hash Bank and this required a Club Constitution
doc written by Mr. Blobby.
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The Committee will see a change in ‘On secs’ to Swallow as Tequilover is sadly returning to
Canada in November. ‘Has ents’ and ‘Dogs Body’ are open positions. Both False tart and
Pretty in pink will support the ‘Hash Mash’
For further AGM information please refer to the committee minutes.

On On. Messenger

Boy on behalf of Hashgate.

DOWN DOWNS

Recipient

Reason

Messenger Boy and
Twanky

According to Hashgate I laid claim to be the creator of Twanky’s Hash
Song! However, when we practiced it in Twanky’s absence a few weeks
back, I did state it was his song and we would surprise him with
‘performance’ upon his return – a fact to which all attendees will
corroborate! Anyhow we did perform his very song and ‘all’s well that
ends well’.

Skinny Dipper

Went to the wrong Hash venue …..in the wrong town!

Slipps

For retiring two weeks back.

Mrs Blobby, Lilo

For leading the walk…….astray and upsetting Motox.

Slapper and No Sole

For Birthdays one day apart, making today the only one day in the year
that they are the same age!

FUTURE HASHES
RUN

DATE

GRID
REFERENCE

VENUE

HARES

2256

17 Oct

SU525883

Fleur de Lys East Hagbourne

Penny Pitstop and
Miss Whiplash

